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Our Diversity committees are the powerhouse of the 
Property Council’s work to build a diverse and inclusive 
industry. More than 130 Members are involved throughout 
the country. They inform and shape our agenda and drive 
our initiatives and programs – including 500 Women in 
Property and Girls in Property.

We thank these Members for their incredible commitment 
and energy and so generously sharing their experiences  
and expertise.
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This research report – Grow the Talent Pool - 
highlighted several significant changes achieved 
over the past two years. Workplace flexibility is 
increasingly normalised, and more workplaces 
accommodate caring responsibilities for both 
men and women. There is greater awareness 
around the gender pay gap among men, and 
many companies have taken long strides to close 
that gap. People also believe the industry is much 
more diverse and inclusive than it was just two 
years ago. 

The industry has established many of the 
systems, practices and policies required to 
support greater gender diversity and inclusion, 
and this is acknowledged repeatedly in the 
interviews with 20 female leaders included in this 
report. However, achieving leadership parity and 
large-scale cultural change takes time. Indeed, 
the survey shows that in some important areas 
there has been little or no progress . There is still 
much work to do. You can download and read the 
full report here:

www.diversity.propertycouncil.com.au/
resources

We thank you for your continued commitment 
and support.Property Council Members invest in, design, build 

and manage places that matter to Australians: our 
homes, retirement villages, shopping centres, office 
buildings, industrial areas, education, research and 
health precincts, tourism and hospitality venues 
and more. 

On behalf of our Members, we provide the research 
and thought leadership to help decision-makers 
create vibrant communities, great cities and strong 
economies. 

We support smarter planning, better infrastructure, 
sustainability, and globally competitive investment 
and tax settings which underpin the contribution 
our Members make to the economic prosperity and 
social well-being of Australians.

Our commitment to a diverse property industry is 
spearheaded by our dedicated Diversity Committees 
across the country – New South Wales, Queensland, 
Victoria, South Australia, the ACT, Tasmania 
and Western Australia – and our Property Male 
Champions of Change (PMCC) a group of 21 senior 
leaders in the property industry who came together 
in 2015 determined to achieve a significant and 

sustainable increase in the representation of women 
in leadership in the property industry. 

Together with our Members, the Property Council 
is committed to increasing the number of women 
leaders in property, growing our talent pool and 
building an inclusive industry.

Our work incorporates specific networking, learning, 
sponsorship and mentoring programs as well as 
profiling our women leaders and emerging leaders. 
Other important initiatives include our engagement 
with schools with our national Girls in Property 
program and our work to cascade our learnings 
throughout the industry. You can find out more  
about these online here:

www.diversity.propertycouncil.com.au/overview

We hold ourselves accountable. Our most recent 
research undertaken by the Property Council and 
EY to support the PMCC in 2018 involved 2,600 
employees (men and women) from 18 PMCC 
organisations and revealed where progress has  
been made and where our priority actions should  
be focused going forward.

The Property Council of Australia champions the industry that employs 1.4 million 
Australians and shapes the future of our communities and cities.

Workplace flexibility

22%

79%

70%

Pay equity

Women attracted to the 
industry by flexible working 
conditions (16% in 2016)

Agree that pay equity between genders needs 
to change in the property industry

65%
65%

33%
26%

of men think that the industry has 
become more diverse and inclusive

of women think that the industry has 
become more diverse and inclusive

Diversity and inclusion

OUR COMMITMENT

2018
2016

2018
2016
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The Property Male Champions of Change is convened by business leader Carol Schwartz AO, former Property 
Council National President, and brings together senior leaders across the industry’s development and 
construction, investment, funds management and agency sectors to take action to improve gender equality 
in the industry. Men stepping up beside women on gender diversity and inclusion is at the heart of the MCC 
strategy. For too long, women alone have led the way when so many men also hold power to support change. 
The PMCC meet quarterly to discuss progress advancing their Action Plans, and share insights and challenges 
in accelerating change.

The formation of the PMCC builds on the Property Council’s diversity program and is a public commitment by 
the Champions to use their individual and collective leadership to advance women’s leadership and gender 
equality across the industry.

The group’s foundation actions include leading on gender reporting in the property sector, normalising 
flexibility and caring, growing the talent pool, closing the gender pay gap and building an inclusive industry.

The Property Council established the Property Male Champions of Change in 2015 
to drive greater gender equality in the property industry and increase the number of 
women in leadership roles.

Paul Craig 
Savills

Stephen Conry AM 
JLL

Carol Schwartz AO 
Convener of Property 
Male Champions of 
Change

John Kenny 
Colliers International

Rod Fehring 
Frasers Property 
Australia

Rod Leaver 
Knight Frank

Michael O’Brien 
QIC Global Real 
Estate

Bob Johnston 
The GPT Group

Peter Allen 
Scentre Group

Carmel Hourigan  
AMP Capital  
(Special Adviser)

James Patterson 
Cushman & Wakefield

Jonathan Callaghan 
Investa Property 
Group

Steve McCann 
Lendlease

Grant Kelley 
Vicinity Centres

Mark Steinert 
Stockland

Phil Rowland 
CBRE Australia  
& New Zealand

Darren Steinberg 
Dexus

Daryl Browning 
ISPT

John Mulcahy 
Mirvac

David Harrison 
Charter Hall Limited

Selina Short 
EY 
(Special Adviser)

Ken Morrison 
Property Council 
of Australia

The Property Male Champions of Change Members
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In March 2019, three Members of the PMCC - Carmel Hourigan, Steve McCann 
and Selina Short - joined the Male Champions of Change delegation to the United 
Nations Commission on the Status of Women from 10-15 March 2019. The 
Commission on the Status of Women (CSW) is the chief global policy making 
body on women’s rights and gender equality in the United Nations, attracting 
this year up to 6,000 participants from around the world including leaders from 
government, civil society and business. The Male Champions of Change has 
gained international recognition as a high impact model for driving progress 
on gender equality and 2019 represented the second consecutive year an MCC 
delegation participated in CSW in partnership with the Australian Government. 
Attendees from the PMCC were involved in a series of events including a Property 
Roundtable on 12 March 2019 organised by the Property Council at EY’s Times 
Square office with 40 guests (including representatives from JLL, AMP, Lendlease, 
Colliers, BOMA, ULI, MSCI, CoreLogic). 

For more information, please visit: 

www.diversity.propertycouncil.com.au/property-male-champions-of-change 
or 
www.malechampionsofchange.com

The Property Male Champions of Change work across three priority areas:

Highlights of the Property Male Champions of Change recent work include:

Closing the 
Gender Pay 
Gap Report

Survey of 2600 
people across 
18 organisations

Survey of 
2000 employees

Discussion forums 
with 210 managers

Special session  
on domestic and 
family violence

Track and report 
progress on 
women in  
leadership positions

The PMCC released the Closing the Gender Pay Gap Report with sign-on from 122 Male 
Champions of Change CEOs from across the Male Champions of Change Community 
of Practice. The report set out tools for successfully uncovering and addressing aspects 
of the gender pay gap and what we have learned about measuring and closing it in our 
organisations. 100 per cent of PMCC organisations have conducted a gender pay gap 
analysis and taken action over the last two years.

The PMCC surveyed 2,600 people across 18 PMCC organisations to identify shifts in 
attitudes and behaviours towards gender diversity and inclusion over the past two years, 
and areas where our continued focus is required. It found eight in 10 men (79 per cent) 
and seven in 10 women (70 per cent) in our organisations believe the industry has become 
more diverse and inclusive over the last two years.

The PMCC conducted a survey of 2000 employees experiencing of flexibility and caring 
over two consecutive years, that demonstrated significant improvements in employees 
understanding and take-up of flexibility and caring.

The PMCC personally held discussion forums with 210 managers to understand the 
enablers and roadblocks to managers championing gender diversity initiatives. They 
subsequently began to develop a shared understanding and a way forward to embed 
gender diversity throughout our organisation and embed this as business-as-usual 
approach, in the same way we have on issues like safety and sustainability.

The PMCC track and report on progress in achieving an increasing of women in leadership 
positions. In 2017-18 70 per cent of leadership categories across our organisations 
achieved balance or progress towards balance over the last four years, and in 75 per cent of 
PMCC organisations, women made up 40 per cent or more of promotions.

In August 2018, in partnership with Mirvac, we convened a Special Session on domestic 
and family violence involving 70 participants from across our organisations. The session 
explored new and effective ways that PMCC organisations, managers, colleagues and the 
industry more broadly, can support survivors of domestic and family violence. PMCC are 
implementing the outcomes of the discussion.

Managers Championing  
Change: cascading 
our commitment

Build an 
inclusive industry

Grow the 
Talent Pool

“Accountability is at the heart 
of the strategy. It starts with 

leaders who are willing to 
stepup, work together, listen, 
learn and lead with action.”

Delegation to the 
United Nations 
Commission on 
the Status of 
Women
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The Male Champions of Change strategy was 
founded based on a conviction that while 
women have been largely responsible for getting 
us to where we are today – a much more gender 
equal Australia - if we want to accelerate change 
then we need men to step up beside women 
and do their bit to advance gender equality in 
their spheres of influence, including taking the 
message of gender equality to other men

In most nations, men largely occupy the seats 
of power. Relying exclusively on women to lead 
change on gender equality is therefore illogical. 
We need decent, powerful men to step up beside 
women to create a more gender equal world.

The Male Champions of Change strategy is 
about male leaders advocating for and acting to 
advance gender equality.

As one of the Male Champions of Change said: 
“Let’s not pretend that there aren’t already 
established norms that advantage men. Men 
invented the system. Men largely run the 
system. Men need to change the system.”

Through the Male Champions of Change 
strategy decent, powerful men work together 
to understand gender equality issues and lead 
action to accelerate progress.

They step up beside women and work 
collectively to disrupt the status quo.

Our guiding principles include:

• Stepping up beside women, not speaking for 
them or rescuing them

• Prioritising gender equality as a core 
business issue

• Standing behind their numbers on gender 
equality

• Shifting the system, not “fixing” women.

Accountability is at the heart of the strategy

It starts with leaders who are willing to step up, 
work together, listen, learn and lead with action. 

Elizabeth Broderick AO
Founder and Convenor of the  
Male Champions of Change 

INDEPENDENT EXPERT (UN SPECIAL 
RAPPORTEUR) UNITED NATIONS HUMAN  
RIGHTS COUNCIL

FORMER AUSTRALIAN SEX DISCRIMINATION 
COMMISSIONER, AUSTRALIAN HUMAN RIGHTS 
COMMISSION 2007-2015 Many high-profile conferences, events and 

taskforces lack gender balance, despite there often 
being no shortage of expert women. It is estimated 
less than 15 per cent of panellists in Australia are 
women. Less than 12 per cent of experts cited in 
business newspapers are women. Such optics have 
consequences. 

The Panel Pledge is a commitment made by any 
speaker requested to participate in a panel or forum, 
to ask the organiser about the gender balance of the 
program and highlight their commitment to diversity. 
It involves actively encouraging women voices in our 
industry and persevering to achieve change.

As business and community leaders, Chief Executive 
Women, Women’s Leadership Institute Australia and 
Male Champions of Change, have united to achieve 
radical improvements in women’s representation in 
public and professional forums. This includes being 
prepared to call out imbalances when we see them.

The Panel Pledge is highly effective and simple to 
implement. Business leaders who sign the pledge 
commit that whenever they are invited to be involved 
in or sponsor a panel or conference, panel discussion 
or public forum they inquire about organiser efforts 
to ensure women leaders are equally represented. 
They will step aside and nominate a woman leader 

in their place if no women are represented on a panel 
they are invited to participate in. They ensure that 
conferences they organise and/or sponsor have 
women represented in keynote roles and all panel 
discussions. And their organisations commit to 
increase the representation of women as delegates, 
participants and audience members at forum that 
they organise and/ or sponsor.

We, the Property Council of Australia, organise 
more than 350 industry-wide events nationally each 
year. Ensuring diverse perspectives are presented 
is now a strategic priority in the historically male-
dominated sector. A live dashboard tracks in real 
time the gender balance of speakers and attendees 
at all events. Progress is reported at every Board 
and Executive Committee meeting where Members 
have related targets as part of their performance 
agreements. Gender balanced panels are now the 
norm in the property industry, supporting the PMCC’s 
Panel Pledge. The campaign has also extended to 
promote equality in audiences at Property Council 
major forums.

For more information, please visit: 

www.diversity.propertycouncil.com.au/ 
the-panel-pledge

We know that the best discussions, thinking and productivity occurs when there  
is diversity.

Panel Pledge
Achieving gender balanced thought leadership
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“It is estimated less than 
15 per cent of panellists 
in Australia are women. 

Less than 12 per cent of 
experts cited in business 
newspapers are women.”

Being part of a committee is also a great way for our 
Members to strengthen industry networks and build 
expertise. We recognised that to grow our industry 
talent pool, we needed to ensure this professional 
development opportunity was equally available to 
men and women across the country.

In the 2016 committee spill we set a participation 
target of 40 per cent women, 40 per cent men and 
20 per cent discretionary and launched our 40:40:20 
campaign to help us achieve these targets together. 
Working close with our Members, we were thrilled to 
exceed our target for the 2017-18 committee term 
with 43 per cent female participation across the 1,600 
committee roles.

We relaunched this important campaign during our 
2018 committee nomination period to ensure we 
reached our 40:40:20 target again for the 2019-20 
committees. With the tremendous support of our 
Members, we exceeded our goal for the 2019-
20 committees - achieving 44 per cent female 
participation across the 1,820 committee roles.

Our next committee spill is in mid 2020 for the 2021-
2022 term.

 
 
 
 

The 40:40:20 program involves:

• a focus of each Division’s Diversity committees 
(in some Divisions subcommittees have been 
formed)

• sharing information about what you can expect 
as a Member of a Property Council committee 

• the creation by the Property Council of a central 
online portal for committee nominations and a 
co-ordinated election process with one timeframe 
for all states and territories

• a 40:40:20 marketing pack available from 
the Property Council website for Members to 
download and promote to staff in their offices

• a dedicated page on the Property Council website 
outlining opening and closing dates, committees 
in each state/territory and our commitment to 
gender diversity

• leaders in our industry committing to nominate a 
team of people from their organisation across the 
country representing this weighting

For more information, please visit: 

www.diversity.propertycouncil.com.au/40-40-20 

At the Property Council we have 1800 Member volunteers working across our 
committees. These roles are highly sought after. Our committee Members help 
to shape the future for our industry through advocacy on policy and legislation, 
research, professional development and Member events.
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It involves a personal commitment from Property Council Members (women and men) to identify and 
champion women in their organisation or business sphere, who they believe would benefit from further 
networking and professional development opportunities.

Our aspiration target when we launched the initiative in 2016 was for 100 Women in Property to be sponsored 
in the program each year to achieve a significant and sustainable increase in the number of women in senior 
leadership positions in the property industry and a pipeline of future leaders.

The response to the program has been overwhelming. In our first year, 260 women participants and 260 
sponsors participated in the program. The following year the cohort grew to 500 participants and 500 
sponsors. Consequently, the initiative was rebranded to 500 Women in Property. This year, we received an 
extraordinary 1,100 nominations from participants and 1,100 sponsors! This is a tremendous endorsement  
of the success and importance of this diversity initiative.

The ongoing success of the program relies on the personal commitment of the sponsors as well as the 
participants to actively engage in the opportunities on offer. These include but are not limited to:

500 Women in Property is an initiative of the Property Council’s Diversity Committees 
throughout Australia and is a sponsorship program. 

NATIONAL PROGRAM SPONSOR:

Observe a Property Council  
committee meeting during the year.

A valuable and unique part of the program is 
the opportunity for participants to observe a 
Property Council committee meeting. This is a 
committee meeting of the participant’s choice 
that aligns to their career aspirations. It is 
encouraged that participants and sponsors 
meet to discuss the committee format and 
ways to actively engage

Discuss and engage in professional  
development opportunities.

We encourage participants to discuss with 
their sponsor how to leverage networking 
opportunities through the program, and 
where appropriate, identify any professional 
development opportunities. All participants in 
the program are eligible for a 10% discount on 
all Property Council Academy courses running 
during the year, excluding E-Learning and in-
house training.

The program is free for Property Council Members 
thanks to our national sponsor The GPT Group.

For more information, please visit: 

www.diversity.propertycouncil.com.au/500-
women-in-property

Attend a minimum of two Property 
Council events together during the 
year. 

Actively engage with each other 
and meet face to face at least twice 
during the year.

This will assist in mapping out a career plan 
and identify professional development needs.

Attend 500 Women in Property  
networking events in your division.

Participants and sponsors are expected to 
attend the free launch and wrap-up events 
together in their state/territory. In addition to 
these, participants and sponsors are invited to 
attend free exclusive 500 Women in Property 
networking events in each state/territory. 
These events are free thanks to our national 
sponsor The GPT Group and venue hosts 
MinterEllison and EY.

Working to achieve a 
significant and sustainable 
increase in the number of 
women senior leadership 

positions.

What is the difference 
between a sponsor-led  
vs mentoring program?

Mentors and sponsors serve different 
purposes, but their end goal is the same;  
to support you in achieving your goals.

Sponsors are people who will advocate for 
you in the workplace, champion your skills 
and success and help to build your network 
and profile. Playing a slightly different role, a 
mentor is a source of guidance and advice. 
Both are important in maximising career 
growth, but sponsors act where mentors 
usually advise.

The program is most successful when 
sponsors select participants and are 
proactive champions.
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It is hoped that this initiative assists more young women to choose to work in the property industry, helping to 
create a sustainable pipeline of talent for the growing industry.

Following on from a hugely successful pilot project in NSW in 2017, the Property Council rolled out the Girls in 
Property program across the country, involving 390 students from 18 different schools. 

This year, the program has expanded to over 25 schools and over 600 students nationally. The outstanding 
growth of the program over three years is a testament to this important initiative.

The students gain insights into the industry, hear from women and men industry leaders about what a career 
in property looks like, the challenges and opportunities that a career in the industry might present and the raft 
of careers available; they focus on why the industry is so important to the social and economic development 
of Australia, and have the opportunity to attend site tours of new mixed-use developments in their state for a 
behind the scenes guided tour.

The program is run in NSW, ACT, QLD, VIC and WA between June to October.

For more information, please visit: 
www.diversity.propertycouncil.com.au/girls-in-property-overview

The Girls in Property program raises awareness amongst high school students 
about the raft of career paths the property industry offers and encourages greater 
female participation in the property industry.

“The outstanding 
growth of the program 

over three years is 
a testament to this 

important initiative.”
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Women in Leadership Mentoring Program
The structured and interactive program promotes and develops women for senior leadership roles in the 
property industry. It facilitates a mentoring relationship between professional women in middle to senior 
management with senior leaders (men and women), who have a passion and genuine interest in shifting the 
culture within their organisation and the industry. The program includes a number of facilitated workshops 
between March and September and has run for many years in NSW, delivered by Serendis.

Victorian Mentoring Program
The program provides professionals pursuing a career in the property industry with the essential knowledge 
to succeed, both professionally and personally. It brings together participants at two levels through a rigorous 
matching process: mentees with a minimum of two years’ professional experience in property, and mentors 
who have a minimum of 15 years’ experience. Mentees gain new perspectives to advance their career and 
develop powerful professional connections and sponsors, and mentors enhance their practice of mentoring 
and participate in forums with their peers across the industry The Program is overseen by an Advisory Board 
and proudly supported by Bank of Melbourne and is available to member organisations of the Property Council 
in Victoria.

Leadership Communication for Women in Property
The program assists women in property to develop their individual leadership communication, improving their 
leadership potential so they can step up to take on roles that will progress their business. Over one full day and 
one-half day, participants gain insights into their own leadership style and behaviours. Within a select group 
of peers, they learn constructive approaches to professional interaction, including handling the conflicts that 
come with a leadership role. Individual and group instruction demonstrates the impact of different behavioural 
styles in leading others and participants build confidence in leadership within their organisational role. This 
program is delivered by All About People and is run in ACT, NSW, QLD, VIC and WA and has seen a total of 865 
participants nationwide to date. 

For more information about these programs, please visit:  
www.diversity.propertycouncil.com.au/mentoring

MENTORING PROGRAMS

ACT: Diversity Committee: Ethan Althofer, University of Canberra  |  Anita Borella, JLL  |  Nikki Butlin, Mather Architecture  
|  Sarah Carmichael, EY  |  Apurva Damle, PEET Limited  |  Fiona Doherty, Rider Levett Bucknall  |  Frank Giorgi, LJ 
Hooker Commercial  |  Jorgie Gorman, Knight Frank Australia Pty Ltd  |  Mark Grant, JLL  |  Paul Middleton, Xact Project 
Consultants Pty Ltd  |  Alisa Moss, Daryl Jackson Alastair Swayn  |  Mary O’Neill, Bond Projects  |  Kim Raysmith, Turner 
& Townsend  |  Kirsten Rodgers, Dowse Projects  |  Sun Seol, GHD  |  Tracy Wilcox, RPS PM  |  NSW: Diversity Committee: 
Yvonne Barnikel, EY  |  Andrew Borger, Charter Hall Group  |  Leanne Boyle, Lendlease  |  Caroline Choy, Vicinity Centres  |  
Kaitlyn Davidson, Rider Levett Bucknall  |  Rebecca Fox, Property NSW  |  Hannah Griffin, Cromwell Property Group  |  Kylie 
Izzillo, Frasers Property Australia  |  Daniel Kernaghan, JLL  |  Melanie Kurzydlo, Growthbuilt  |  Paul Matthews, LOGOS 
Australia Group Pty Ltd  |  Karl May, Turner  |  Peter McDonald, ESR Australia  |  Louise Monger, AMP Capital  |  Clinton 
Ostwald, Urbis  |  Stuart Pearson, Mirvac Group  |  Kiri Purdy, Brookfield  |  Fiona Ralph, Capstone  |  Penelope Ransom, 
Investa Property Group  |  Brendan Ravenhall, Woolworths Limited  |  Trish Rossiter, Stockland  |  Christopher Schiavello, 
Schiavello Construction (NSW) Pty Ltd  |  Brooke Shaw, Dexus  |  Jamie Shelton, Northrop Consulting Engineers Pty Ltd  
|  Karen Skinner, Scentre Group  |  Liz Stesel, PricewaterhouseCoopers Legal PWC Services  |  Anna Town, Cushman 
& Wakefield  |  Mark Tunnicliffe, Korn Ferry  |  Geoffrey Warren, CBRE  |  Emma Wilcher, The GPT Group  |  NT: Future 
Directions and Diversity Committee  Seth Chin  |  Chin & Associates  |  Stephanie Guan  |  Knight Frank Australia Pty Ltd  
|  Elizabeth Halikos  |  Halikos Group  |  Freya Mulvey  |  Squire Patton Boggs  |  Zac Neck  |  NT Airports  |  Ruth Palmer  |  
Property Council of Australia  |  JacquelineReid  |  Altitude Management NT  |  MarkRoss  |  RPS AAP Consulting Pty Ltd 
QLD: Diversity Committee: Annabelle Aland, Allens  |  Riye Arai-Coupe, Bluebird Property Partners  |  Kerry Armstrong, 
Australian Unity Investments  |  Mia Bannister, WG Architects  |  Kristan Conlon, McCullough Robertson  |  Juliann Dumma, 
Investa Property Group  |  Amanda Gilson, Cromwell Property Group  |  Desley Grundy, EY  |  Clare Harvey, HPC Urban 
Design & Planning Pty Ltd  |  Kath Hemphill, Napier & Blakeley  |  Daniel Hitchcock, Secure Parking Pty Ltd  |  Melissa 
Hollins, QIC  |  Dayan Jayasekera, SMEC Australia Pty Ltd  |  Deanna Lane, Fastlane Consulting Group Pty Ltd  |  Lynette 
McCorquodale, Arkhefield Pty Ltd  |  Ineke McMahon, Davidson Executive  |  Sandra Neil, Brookfield Properties  |  Samantha 
Quinney, APP Corporation Pty Ltd  |  Duncan Richards, AECOM Australia Pty Ltd  |  David Rokesky, Turner & Townsend  
|  Phillip Saal, Aurecon Australasia Pty Ltd  |  Allison Turner, Buildcorp  |  Laura West, CBRE  |  SA: Diversity Committee: 
Skye Bayne, Commercial & General Administration Pty Ltd  |  Kirstie Coultas, Studio Nine Architects  |  Eleanor Drake, 
Aurecon Australasia Pty Ltd  |  Jayne Fitzpatrick, Sarah Constructions  |  Ashley Haren, Woods Bagot Pty Ltd  |  Chris Kelly, 
Thomson Geer Lawyers  |  Vivianne Kollevris, Adelaide Airport Limited  |  Dana Linnett, Hays Construction & Property  
|  Dane Noble, AECOM Australia Pty Ltd  |  Bridget Rosie, Lendlease  |  Anna Roussos, Anna Roussos Recruitment + 
Advisory  |  Matthew Salisbury, WSP Australia Pty Ltd  |  Andrew Suttie, Rider Levett Bucknall  |  Leah Wright, MinterEllison  
|  TAS: Future Directions and Diversity Committee: Claude Alcorso, Edwards Windsor  |  Sam Alexander, Deloitte  |  Alex 
Bobbi, Dobson Mitchell Allport  |  Anna Davies, Page Seager Lawyers  |  Erin Rockliffe, Xsquared Architects Pty Ltd  |  VIC: 
Diversity Committee: Nick Ashton, Charter Keck Cramer  |  Cara Bawden, Stockland  |  Manny Bikakis, Development 
Victoria  |  Sarah Bloom, Frasers Property Australia  |  Louise Cahill-Mulvogue, Australian Unity Real Estate Investment  |  
Kym Chambers, AMP Capital  |  Huy Chau, Duo Projects  |  Belinda Coates, Slattery Australia Pty Ltd  |  Niall Cunningham, 
WSP  |  Rachel Duggan, The GPT Group  |  Angela Farbridge-Currie, Grocon Pty Ltd  |  Jane Kelly, Urbis  |  Jeanette Large, 
Women’s Property Initiatives  |  Debbie MacDonald, Title Recruitment  |  Gabe North-Harney, Vicinity Centres  |  Michael 
Ridler, Knight Frank Australia Pty Ltd  |  Vicki Sharp, Thomson Geer Lawyers  |  Yvonne Slater, Lifestyle Communities Ltd  
|  Kriston Symons, Arup  |  Emma Woodhouse, Lendlease Development  |  David Woolsey, Renascent Constructions (VIC) 
Pty Ltd   |  WA: Diversity Committee: Daniel Ballard, Department of Communities  |  Mark Bancroft, Taylor Burrell Barnett  |  
Deborah Binet, Cameron Chisholm & Nicol (WA) Pty Ltd  |  Anna Broughton, NS Group  |   Rachel Brown, Stockland  |  Chris 
Deshon, AECOM Australia Pty Ltd  |  Karen Dill-Macky, EY  |  Susan Dovey, Knight Frank Australia Pty Ltd  |  Karen Draper, 
AMP Capital Investors Limited  |  Louise Draper, CBRE  |  Kerry Fijac, LandCorp  |  Ray Haeren, Urbis  |  Anna Ladyman, 
Mirvac Group  |  Sally Ockenden, Vicinity Centres  |  Charlotte Osborne, Squire Patton Boggs  |  Dominic Snellgrove, 
Cameron Chisholm & Nicol (WA) Pty Ltd  |  Brett Wilkins, Ray White Commercial (WA)  |  Cliff Winby, Brookfield Properties 
                                 

THANK YOU TO OUR NATIONWIDE DIVERSITY COMMITTEE MEMBERS 2019 

 *as at 30 August 2019



www.propertycouncil.com.au/diversity


